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How to find us

By car from the A1 or A3:

- Follow the Paris sign and join the A3 in the direction Nantes/Bordeaux/Paris Est.
- Leave highway at exit Porte de Bagnolet/ direction Paris.
- Go straight (Avenue de la porte de Bagnolet) over the next roundabout.
- Go straight along rue Belgrand towards place Gambetta.
- Go straight along Avenue Gambetta towards place Martin Nadaud.
- Turn left into place Martin Nadaud and right onto Avenue Gambetta.
- Go straight Avenue Gambetta and turn left onto Boulevard Ménilmontant.
- Turn right onto Boulevard Philippe Auguste.
- Turn right onto rue de Charonne.
- Turn left onto rue Léon Frot.
- Turn left onto Rue de Belfort and continue to the end of the street. Take a right, and then an immediate right onto Rue Mercoeur.
- Miltenyi Biotec is at number 10, Join House C, 4th level.

By public transport:

From Airport Charles de Gaulle
RER B direction Saint Rémy-les-Chevreuse to Gare du Nord, then take underground:

From train station: Gare du Nord
- Métro 9 direction Mairie de Montreuil to Voltaire

From train station: Gare de Lyon
- Métro 1 direction Château de Vincennes to Nation
- Métro 9 direction Montreuil to Charonne or Voltaire

miltenyibiotech.com